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Jeering Students, City Police Clash Again
Third Bonfire Lit in Street
After Wendy Glen Panty-Raid
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rii-c-ited as ’Hardened Criminals’

Two Arrested Students Protest
Police Action in Tuesday ’Riot’
Pretests against police handling
of Titesday nights "riot" on 11th
street were voiced yesterday by
two SJS students who were arrested at the time.
Charging that they were arrested after obeying police orders
to disperse and were later treated
3, "hardened criminals" were
(-soles A. Moore, 19, and Kens -to G. McNeil, 21.
Meer", who was the first student arrested, stated that while
standing on private property in
front of a fraternity houst he was
ordered into the house by a police
;Meer. According to Moore, he
stried to the officer that he
oat live in the house, but was
hell arrested to serve as, what
he ollicer called, an "example."
HEAD FIRST*
MsSao’ explained that he was
arrested next while crossing the
street and explaining to officers
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Bill to Revise
TratningPlan
Introduced
Legislation to revise the entit,
teacher training system in California was approved by the senate
Wednealay 23-12.
’The bill, introduced by Ser
; Fisher ID-San Diegol and
lev the Department of education and Governor Brown, will
Fe placest before the assembly
April 19.
Senator Fisher’s bill will face
’he Assembly accompanied by
,nother education revision bill
which has been introduced by Asmblyman Carlos Bee ID-Hayward) and is very similar to Senator Fisher’s proposed legislation.
The assembly will vote to approve
ally one of these bills.
The senator’s bill encourages
the prospective teacher to learn
subjects that he will teach rather
than the techniques of teaching.
The new system would cut the
number of basic credentials to five
or six trout the present 35 or 40.
Teachers and supervisors would
he limited to the subjects in which
’hey’re trained.

that he was going to the fraternity
house where he lived. According
to McNeil he was picked up off
the ground and thrown in the police wagon "head first".
Both students claimed that the
charges that they "failed to disperse" were "grossly untrue."
They also stated that no one had
used "lewd language" and that no
water balloons or other objects
were thrown until the arrests
were made.
According to the two students,
the situations of the other three

Junior Auction
Personal belongings donated
lis screen stars and tether (Pleb Mks
\\ Ill
be. auctioned
today
by the junior class in front of
Spartan cafeteria at HIM a.m.
According to Cathy Kennedy,
junior class publicity chairman,
the junior class sent out over
200 letters to fanueus people and
reeelved quite a eoliection of
odds and ends.
All the articles will be kept
secret until they are sold by
Phil Barry, auctioneer, Miss
Kentuaty said.

Retrial Hearing
For Gary Clemens
Slated for May 18

Sentencing for Gary Clemens
and Eugene Beadnell, two former
students convicted of illegally
drawing railroad unemployment
benefits, has been postponed until
May 18 in order to hear motions
for a new trial.
Judge Albert C. Wollenberg was
to sentence the two on April 4,
but their attorney asked for a
retrial hearing on the basis of
new evidence.
Clemens, a grad is is t e social
science major working toward a
teaching credential, has reported
that his credential is being withheld by the state credentials board
"because of the case."
The fact that credentials are
being withheld has been confirmed
by the college credentials office
and by Dr. G. W. Ford, head of
I VEARS REQUIRED
the secondary education departFour. year academic degrees me-nt..
sold lee required of all elemensus- -.shoot teachers. All others
BAD PUBLICITY
.011111,1 11;IVe to have five years or
The conviction is a misdemeanor
nmv
offense, yet Clemens claims that
Junior eidlege teachers would no adverse publicity has made the
IX’ required to take teach- case seem "like a felony."
:)); teehnique courses to qualify.
The former graduate student
;)faster -s degrees in their subject contends that his actions were Hi;
would seduce.
result of an invasion of pri,
According to assistant U.S
IMPROVE QUALITY
tong.), James F. Hewitt, both men
Teachers who are already acquestionnaires co
credited or those who have fin - denied, either on
tel
shed ii substantial part of their interviews, that they were
de
raining would not be effected by tending school or intended to
SO.
this legislation.
"The fact that they were as
Senator Fisher contends the new
redentials system would improve tending school would not denv
the quality of education by putting them benefits," said a district
heavy emphasis on academic sub- manager of the Railroad Retirement hoard, where Clemens and
sets.
Beadnell (I r e w Ilnettiployment
benefits.

Wells, Newman
Highlight Flicks
Ito’ Long Hot Summer" will
’e shown by the senior class tolight in Morris Dailey auditorium
it 7:30, according
to Rod Diridon,
senior class president.
Starring in the film are Orson
Welles. Paul Newman, Joanne
W’ssisard, Anthony Franciosa.
go Lee Remick.
A turbulent relationship between
’e aggressive father and his two
-Mum children involves a pro;leative interplay of emotions.

NO HARD RILE
"There’s no hard and fast rule,
about these eases. but if they were’
available for work, they could
have collected benefits,"
R. A. Samuelson, San Francisco
district manager, added that the
men "were not tried for claiming
benefits, but were tried for fraudulent information in denying they
were attending school,"
It was, Clemens claimed, merely
a matter of privacy in that he
denied attending school. "I didn’t
see that it was any of their Nisiness, because I was available for
work," he said.

people arrested were approximately the same as their own. In par-.!
they cited the case of Paull
H. Jacobus, 20. who is not an SJS’
student. He was arrested, he said,
after leaving his date an
SJS
coed
off at her sorority house,
anti had been in the area only a
few minutes.
The other two arrested by police were Michael R. Lubin, 22,
anti Iketiglas Lowe, 20. Both are
SJS students.
NEEDED MEDICINE
McNeil, who is under prescribed
medication for a back ailment,
also charged that he was not allowed to have his regular dosage
of medicine while in jail. Although
he requires four regular doses
daily, lie elaiins he tlid not get
Its’
which had been
brought 10 the jail by fraternity
brothers, until 1:30 the next afternoon. According to him, jail officials refused to him the medicine because it has a narcotic in it.
The students claimed that they
received the same treatment while
in jail as if they had committed
"50 murders." Later, in court, the
judge refused to release the students on their promise to reappear later for trial, although they
had several character references.
Instead they had to post bail of
$260 which required a $37 bondsman’s fee.
A member of the district attorney’s staff said yesterday that he
saw nothing unfair in their treatment by the court, lie said that
very few people are released without bail, even though they may
normally be good citizens. He explained that as a general policy,
a standard bail is set for all offenses and that the "code doesn’t
make exceptions for college students."
’ADF.QUATE WARNING’
In commenting on the arrests,
Capt. Elmer Kline of the San
Jose Police department, said yesterday, that an "adequate warning to disperse," had he-en given
and the students failed to leave
the area. The police did not, he
said, go "into the houses seeking
out students."
In situations such as the Tuesday night incident, Captain Kline
explained that police officers always allow a "reasonable time
to disperse" and that the students
lo "leave the area

Exchange

By .11 5:1:v CARROLL
In what sas perhaps the least
spiritts1 demonstration in the last
lures’ nights, approximately 100
’,IS students raided the "panty
NO. 94 shelf" at both Wendy Glen women’s boarding houses until shortly
before midnight last night.
Until a bonfire was lighted on
the corner of William and lith stet,

City Police
Bear Down
On Students

By ELIAS ABUNDIS
No sooner had Asst. Chief of
Police George Cannel announced
that San Jose’s patrolmen would
"get tough" with students concerning more riotous incidents
when they were pushed to the
breaking point again last night,
as students continued their rioting spree by pulling is panty said
on Wendy Glen, a women’s living
center, and building another bonfire in the sheet.
Police were lenient in the first
two student -police clashes because
of the harm which could be done
to the careers of some students if
they were arrested, he said.
"But this has mushroomed. We
will have to treat these students
like any other citizen disturbing
the peace," Cannel said.
At Wednesday night’s disturbance, a police spokesman told
Robert L. Baron, SJS housing coordinator, that, "we’re going to
start pulling in any students who
get noisier ... this thing has gotten out of hand."
Baron, present at the bonfire
agreed with police that some students would have to be arrested
if the disturbance continued.
At that time several firecrackers and bottles had been thrown
into the street. One bottle smashed
near a police patrol wagon and
littered the street with glass.
San Jose Municipal Judge John
P. Dempsey, who tried five SJS
students arrested in Tuesday’s
demonstrations, said any students
brought before the court would
be tried like any other arrested
citizen. He said the court could
not take into consideration that
they were students.
A statement addresser! to all
SJS housing groups from Stanley
C. Benz, SJS dean of students, and
Pat McClenahan, ASB president,
said, "What action will be taken
against students will obviously be
determined by the facts which are
ascertained. We believe that we
must depend primarily on the intelligent leadership of the students
to control themselves.
McClenahan stated that, "to
hntiovtebetnheisf icTairltfoorf Ithheincgolhl appe.
This
is a concern of both the college
and householders "

- T wo Spartans
Planned A
t U. of Kansas

A dancing eschange between I
Markham hall, men’s dorm, and IF
)n.e. dorm.
Royer halt vs
seI for tonight, according to
401.1111
ike
Jerry Ashton, sophomore Eng8 pan. to lish major, and Kathy Carroll,
The event is fr
les at Markham hall
freshman photo-journalism major,
.tre representing the SJS chapter
of Kappa Alpha Mu at the organization’s 16th annual convention being held today and tomorrow at the University of Kansas,
Lawrence, Kan.
Highlight of the convention,
which is being attended by 12
Women’s gym recreational fa’
representative schools, will be a
cilities will be made available to series of
speeches by members of
faculty metnbers and their famithe national platto-journalism fralies for a 50 cent per-family donaternity, according to Ed Rapoport,
tion this Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m.,
president of the SJS chapter.
according to Albert Porter, assoDr. Calder Pickett, acting dean
ciate professor of business.
of the University of Kansas jour-I
The facilities are being made
nudism school will deliver the
available through the efforts of
opening (lay address.
the FaCUlty Recreation committee.
Tomorrow the group still hear
Faculty members will have the
a talk entitled "Invasion of Pricotirta, barbecue pits and the
use of the trampoline, basketball vacy and Libel by Photographers"
swimming plot during the two- by Prof. Elmer Beth of the University of Kansas.
hour period.
Arthur L. Witman, press phoParticipants are invited to bring
a picnic lunch for the barbecue tographer of the St. Louis Post scheduled to follow the recreation Dispatch, will speak on the "History and Future of RAM" at the
period.
A pool attendant will be on awards banquet tomorrow eveduty.
ning.

is or Convention

Faculty Recreation
Committee Sponsor
Fun Day Sunday

the insect Lind weemen exthangeti
! water !salons in a friendly atmospere
h
and even a few panties
to:in:teed to drift down tee the
eas:erly awaiting males.
Don Ryan, assistant to the dean
,it students, and police dispersed
the crowd at Wendy Glen number two after students managed
to set fire to wooden crates in the

middle of the street.
Ryan had previously attempted
to disperse the students, warning
them that "the first two or three
students picked up tonight will get
tossed out of school."
According to San Jose poliee,
no students were arrested. It is
not known if Ryan picked up any
student.
Wednesday night a crowd of
jeering, water balloon -tossing &IS
students clashed with San Jose
for the second night in a
row.
Students burned a bonfire at the
corner of 10th and San Salvador
sts. after police had prevented a
raid on one of the women’s
panty
c,410,
,41, ,alcludormitories.
sion: Students feel that they are
Police got wind of a panty -laid
exceptional and not subject to arWednesday night and were waitrest. But when we have picked
ing for the students when they
them up and taken them to the
marched to the womens’ dorms.
dean’s office their usual reaction
The students gathered in a vacant
is that they wish they had, been
lot across the strcct from the
arrested and fined," Mr. Gough
thorn anti made barking and howlfotIlltP11 00t.
ing sounds while the we men enConcerning the majority opincouraged them from their winion that students are treated with
dows.
"kid gloves," Pat McClenahan.
After their assault had been
AS!! president, said that he could
the students milled
repulsed,
not understand why a difference
around for awhile and then conshould he found between the "stuverged at the 10th and San Saldent and the average citizen. I can
vador corner to light a bonfire.
see really no justification for the
Fire alarms in all three of the
differentiation between the two."
men’s dorms were touched off and
he said. "I feel that students
fire trucks from two engine comshotikl be treated the same as the
panies responded to the alarm.
eit izen."
FIREMEN WATERED
PEERS ’ROUGHER’
When the fire trucks arrived to
With the sugostion of student
douse the flames, they were greetpolice authority, the committee
ed with a shower of water balmembers agreed among themloons. Several police units and two
selves that students are "rougher"
paddy wagons also responded to
in solving problems and finding the alarm and students showered
solutions.
them with additional water and
"People fear their peers more shouted abuse.
than others. Why not have student
The students refused to comply
police with authority over t he with police requests to disperse
control area?" Don Wood, com- and shouted insults and serenaded
mittee member, asked.
officers with obscene songs. Scores
A question involving the possi- of fire crackers were set off, sevbility of interference with San eral bottles were thrown and a
Jose police jurisdiction was raised. police car window broken by a
However, Capt. Elmer L. Klein, hurled object.
assistant police chief, pointed out.
ARREST AFTER CliAsE
"Whatever you designate state
Hugh Bikle, 19, of 483 S. 5th St.,
property and campus would have described by police as "one of the
college jurisdiction, but we t police leaders" of the near-riot, was ardepartment I would still have rested after police chased him on
authority. The campus patrol foot for a block. He was booked
would assist es."
:it the county jail for disturbing
’EYES AND EARS’
I the peace, inciting a riot and fail-We would be the eyes and ’ tire to disperse.
ears for the police department,"
Joseph Dominic Altieri. 22, of
Mr. Gough explained.
421 E. San Antonio. %vas arrested
This sub-committee was appoint- after a scuffle with the police.
ed last month at a meeting of the According to police reports, Alliaison study committee, by Dean tieri shouted at a prowl car as it
of Students Stanley C. Benz to drove past him. When police
study the original proposal by Mr. stopped to question him, he alSkinny!.
legedly struck one of then. Al The proposals will be submitted lien was booked for assault and
to the liaison study committee battery and resisting arrest and
was reir,so(i on 5107, hail.
next week, Dear 1-tioss ssiS

our
Offers
Commttee
i
. oters,
’Rioters’
Proposals to
A series of (our ptoposals to
deal with the problem of student
misconduct was recommended yesterday at a meeting of the subcommittee on community and college affairs.
Among the proposals was on()
calling for a police cadet program to patrol college areas and
report misconduct. Ralph Gough.
SJS security officer, presented the
plan to the study committee at its
meeting.
His recommendation was in answer to another proposal calling
for a stipulated "control area" outside the campus proper.
Glen Skillruri of the Womens
Householder’s assn. had introduced
to the liaison committee last
month this "control :ova" proposal which would, lie said, aid in
efforts to improve student conduct, particularly in mass activities.
LIMIT ’CONTROL AREA’
The sub-committee yesterday
also recommended that this "control area" be limited to student
living centers rather than territorial boundaries.
Mr. Cough’s proposal would require a change of operations in
the security department. It calls
fora security police cadet program which would work in cooperation with the San Jose police
department.
Members of the SJS police
school, tinder this plan, would patrol the college area and have the
authority to report student misconduct to the dean’s office or to
the peel ice department, Mr.
Gough explained.
In this case, residents within
the "control area", who are not
directly connected with the college. would not be under college
jurisdiction.
STUDENTS ANSWERED
The student police would be
qualified to say if San Jose police
action would be necessary in a
problem situation. These students
would be able to answer a call,
Mr. Gough said.

College-Produced TV Series
Slates First Show Tomorrow
LI( 1111:1) 1.111,1,1:
’series commemorating the centenThe
half - hour documentary
I-.Q1 :,,itniet lull II, Begin-, nial of the Civil War. will be shows will be televised at 11 a.m.
nIng," the first program in a four -broadcast by KNTV ternorrowton the remaining four Saturdays
part college- produced television morning.
in April as part of the Radio and
Television department’s "Perspective" project.
I The series was developed by
Theodore C. Hinckley, assistant
professor of history: Dr. Leo Ribby, professor of history and Clyde
Arbuckle. San Jose city historian.
SOUVENIRS SHOWN
Collections of photographs and
sketches, extracts from Civil War
di:Wk.!: and souvenirs of the conflict will supplement the dramatized portion of the series.
Lighting, staging. directing and
camera work will he done by students in the Radio and TV curriculum. Frank T. McCann, assistant prefessor of speech, is
producer of the series and senior
Radio and TV major Charles Lagomarsino is the student director.
NEW CAMERAS USED
Programs in the "Perspective"
series are carried from the college studio tee KNTV. channel 11
by coaxial cable for broadcast.
New cameras and technical equipment installed in studio early
Photo by Rich Frooland
this semester will be used for the
REHEARSING FOR SERIES on the Civil War are Dr. Theodore
shows.
C. Hinckley (center), assistant professor of history and narrator
"The Union Army’s War Within
of the college produced television production; floor manager
a War" will be televised April 15
Torn
sham and cameraman Howie Reed. Students and faculty
followed by "California and the
in t* e Radio and TV area are producing the four-part series
Civil War" on April 22 and "The whiph will be televised on KNTV beginning tomorrow morning.
Last of the Old Wars" April 210
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Spring Fever?
We are suddenly and brashly aware that the dorm people
are alive and active. We also are aware that the greeks are restless these days. In fact, there hardly is anyone who is not aware
of these things especially those living near the dormitories and
fraternity row.
The obvious defiant attitude of students towards authority
was expressed both Tuesday and Wednesday nights. The obvious
mishandling of the situation on both evenings also was displayed by authorities toward students.
We cannot understand or condone these extracurricular
student activities. Tuesday night’s "riot" apparently was a reaction to police for breaking up an impromptu greek dance
party being held in the streets. Wednesday evening’s incident,
however, was merely a juvenile effort by students to gain a little
public attention and to announce their "independence" to the
world.
It is unfortunate that such antics have resulted in the arrest of sonic students. It should be pointed out that arrests of
this nature can place students on college probation or could
lead to expulsion. Also regretable is the fact that such student
demonstrations can only bring more stringent restrictions and
enforcement by college and city officials.
When the men and women’s dorms were first occupied, it
was expected that a solidification of student morale would result. Now, with the fraternities, sororities and dormitories all
within the same general area, it should be expected that centralized student life would be more evident. For this reason,
it is not surprising-however much we dislike it-that students
have been demonstrating enmasse and disturbing the college’s
tranquility.
Also for the same reason, college officials will, unfortunately, be compelled to re-evaluate the existing "on campus" living situation and come up with new and probably a more rigid
set of regulations.
If spring fever is causing this restlessness among our students, we can well be thankful that it comes but once a year.

S)ct Plait Societ
Ellen Shulte, Society Editor
CHI OMEGA
Minerva, a Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity honorary group
Initiates are: Sue Bromley,
Carol Bloss, Pat Butler, Carolyn
of girls.
THETA CHI
Ellingson, Joan Erickson, Nancy
Farr, Wareen Firenzi, Nanci
Construction began this month
Hall, Bev Homan, Jane Johnon Theta Chi’s new house on
son, DeDe Kinnear, Bernie
Eleventh at.
Mangseth. Katie Maples, Kan
Dirk Eastman was named
Methany, Carol Pallitto, Nancy
outstanding pledge of the fall
Pond, Maggie Purcell, Karen
class.
Shippey, Shirley Sorensen, Carol
Theta Chi Dream Girl formal
Thomas, and Kathy Westlund.
held at the California Country
ALPHA C’HI OMEGA
club saw Janet Constantino,
Recently initiated: Margaret
Gamma Phi Beta, reign with
Baer, Joyce Bevry, Reo Blake,
first attendants Ann Merrill,
Barbara Clark, Joan De Vore,
Delta Gamma, and Joyce AnPat Dougan, Ruby Durrington,
thony, Kappa Alpha Theta. SecKit Fox, Joan Elwood, Barbara
ond attendants were Judy
Hurd, Sue Jordan, Barbara
Warnke, Hoover Hall, and BarLazo, Mimi Millar, Bonny Perry,
bara Lynder, Gamma Phi Beta.
Karen Pezzaglia, Ka renlee
New officers are: Chuck WatRaitt, Pat Rose, Phyllis Smith.
kins, president; Terry Murphy,
Nancy Wilson, Marilyn Burvice president; Gary Rogers,
rows, Darlis Earle and Jane
secretary; Rich Wells, treasurer;
Randall.
and Jeff Davis, social chairman.
Jim Ellis, Alpha Tau Omega,
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
was chosen Alpha Chi Favorite
Pledge class officers are:
Guy of 1961.
Chuck Oiser, president; Gino
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Barroway, vice president; Rich
Sue Doll, Kappa Alpha Theta,
Corby, secretary; Mike Harris,
and Jennie Cooley, Delta Gamtreasurer; and Jim Derr, historian.
ma, were named Dtelnhters of
0041=1.11=101.11000111.4=1.4,4=01
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How To Win Mile Relay
considering mAting a book. It sson’t be a best seller,
but critics will praise it. The title I have in mind is, "So You Want
To Win the Mile Relay."
As I say. it’s not going to give "Advise and Consent" too much
trouble, mainly because its appeal will be limited to track and field
fans. While the number of track and field watchers increases every
year, the sport has less appeal than the labyrinthic intrigue of
politics which made "Advise" a best seller for more than a year.
My book may be of special interest to track coaches, since
they generally like their teams to win mile relays. In fact, many
close track meets are decided by the mile relay.
I

1171

TEAMS IN PAST
The book will illustrate how past teams have won meets because their mile relay quartet finished first.
For example, the University of Kansas last year won the
relay-the final event -to give them a triangular meet victory
over Stanford and SJS as well as both dual meet wins.
The Spartans lost the meet due to the failure of their mile
relay team.
Another example-oddly enough it, too, involves the Spartansoccurred Saturday. Although SJS clinched the triangular win over
Occidental and Stanford before the mile relay, the Spartans needed
to win the relay to earn a dual meet triumph over Oxy’s Tigers.
In my book I’ll explain how coaches can use their material to
best advantage. In both cases cited above, a more careful placing
of men might have resulted in victory.
Take the race against Occidental. The Spartans’ leadoff man
ran the first quarter mile leg in :49.1, which seemed all right to
the casual spectator since the Oxy runner ran :49.6 and was five
yards back.
On the second leg Oxy--helped by an unfortunate bumping incident which appeared to be more an unfortunate mixup than anything
else--took the lead by four yards.
Oxy’s sophomore Steve Haas, who will be the world’s best
quartermiler no later than next year, on the third leg increased
the lead to 30 yards, although it looked like 15 yards to a San
Francisco Examiner writer.
DISBELIEF OF ALL
Haas handed the baton to Jim Cerveny. SJS’s anchor man
Willie Williams caught Cerveny on the far turn and, to the disbelief of all, appeared to pass his opponent as they hit the final
straightaway. This was a bit more than anyone could expect, and
when Cerveny sprinted away from a tired but gallant Williams,
some were disappointed -but only fools were surprised.
The lesson many coaches can glean from this is evident. Williams unofficially ran 46 seconds flat. The world record is :45.7.
Yet, against Kansas last year. Willie covered the same distance in
:47.9. Some will ask, "How come?"
Answer: against the Jayhawks Willie ran the lead-off lap and
was not pushed hard.
Don Ramos, who ran the first lap against Oxy, ran :46.9 in
junior college two years ago, clocked :47.8 in the regulation 440
Saturday, and :47.9 against Cal’s Bears the week before. In both
races Ramos went all out against equally good or better competitors. Yet, when he ran :49.1 in the relay Saturday, he was an
easy winner.
SJS lost the relay by one and one-tenth of a second. Had
Ramos run his 1961 best-:47.13-SJS would have won by twotenths of a second.
CONCLUSION
The conclusion my hook will make is simple; but it may prove
valuable to coaches-wherever they may be-who lose meets because of mile relay failures.
That conclusion is: run the best man fourth, next best man
third, third fastest man second and slowest man first. This guarantees optimum speed from each runner.
O.K., now. Shake hands and come out running.

AFTER 14 YEARS OTTO GALBRAITH

ENTIRE STOCK OF NATIONALLY FAMOUS MAKES
OF MEN’S WEAR TO BE CLOSED - OUT FOR WHAT
IT WILL ACTUALLY BRING! EVERYTHING GOES!

SALE STARTS TODAY AT 9:30 A.M.
APRIL 7411 AND CONTINUES TILL EVERYTHING IS SOLD!

MEN! DON’T MISS THIS HUGE MONEY - SAVING
OPPORTUNITY! SAVE UP TO 60% and EVEN MORE!
SUCH WELL KNOWN MAKES AS MIDDISHADE, TOWN HALL, MAYFIELD
4 STAP SUITS AND SPORTCOATS ALLIGATOR TOPCOATS, ROUGH
RIDER SLACKS BUC-SKEIN JACKETS, CHAMP HATS MANHATTAN
SHIRTS, COOPERS UNDERWEAR, BURMA SPORT SHIRTS, ESQUIRE SOX,
ROB ROY SWEATERS, LEVI CASUALS, HICKOK JEWELRY, ETC.

IT’S A MEN’S WEAR SALE THAT MAY
NEVER AGAIN BE DUPLICATED! Don’t miss it!

OPEN
THURS.
AND
FRI.
TILL
9 P.M.

USE YOUR BANKAMERICARD CHARGE PLAN

OTTO GALBRAIIII
42 E. SAN ANTONIO ST.
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What Makes Riot?
Police or People
Eurroli Spring has reached
San Jose, and in deference to
the season groups of fun loving
students congregated on 11th it.
for a fast step or two with the
local coeds, romance was blossoming under the warm velvet
skies of a typical San Jose summer night.
When as in a class B movie,
in response to the perennial
jealous calls of the area’s old
maids, the "heavies" arrived..
Dragging beer-bellies out of
strategically placed cars, clutching in ham hands flimsy leashes
ending in ill-tempered "trained"
comrades-in-arms, San Jose’s
finest had arrived.
With the diplomacy of a
Khrushchev they "requested"
with typical belligerency that
the students "break it up." The
long strong arm of the law
had arrived in all of its heavy
handed glory.
The
students, precariously
clinging to their last few minutes (lockout at 11 p.m.), reacted to the invasion as students for years have all over
the world. The "gendarmes," already goaded by deep-seated
feelings of inferiority, needed
only the mildest of provocation,
then with obvious glee they
waded into the students and
stalwartly defended the community from the menace.
As the last frightened student
slipped stealthily into his dwelling, the typesetters of the San
Francisco
Chronicle
already
were setting up the heading,
"San Jose Police Dogs Nip Near
Riot."
A question on the lips of many
students:
"What constitutes a riot Cops or People?"
Larry Wurzhach
A’411 85?4

Writer Clarifies
Previous Letter
EDITOR-After reading the
attacks directed against me by
my critics in the past few issues
of the Spartan Daily, I have
become concerned with what
some people have misconstrued
or have not read in my original
letter concerning discrimination.
First of all, I did not say,
"Bias will end when Negroes
live decently," nor did I say,
or imply that lower class Negroes are genetically inferior,
all Negroes are indecent, or all
white people are pure and virtuous. Had I been writing an
essay on blight in general in our
society, and not a letter to
"Thrust and Parry" on the Negro dilemma, I certainly would
have included a juicy dissertation on the problem of "white
trash."
To further clarify matters I
will restate the two-fold purpose of my letter: 1) that there
are much greater causes behind

Saktna41

ward educatic., arrange’s,
Negroes of the South
an(’
ward correcting those
faults
"indecencies" which
lead
prejudice.
Moreland L. Stevens
ASH 10708

discrimination against the Negro than simply "blind prejudice" mentioned by some of the
more radical integrationists, and
2) that discrimination would be
eliminated much sooner and
more easily if some of the more
overly zealous integrationists
(such as Braden and Williams)
would direct their energies to-
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3 mos. 18
USE "OUR RENT
TO MEN" PLAN
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BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Third & San Fernando

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
’Til 9 p.m.
ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.
Wholesale Distributors
CY 8-1212
1425 W. San Carlos
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SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
CY 5-3410
Cowboy -Glen Ford
Ask Any Girl Such as Shirley Maclaine
it
itWHERE
THE BOYS ARE
*
*
*
#
TOWNE CY 7-3060
#
#
NEVER ON SUNDAY
#
#
* DAY OF THE PAINTER
*
*
CONQUEST OF THE
*
4t
IZALCO
4s
:
it SARATOGA UN 7-3026
4s
4( THE CAPTAIN’S TABLE
starring John Gregson
i
THE 39 STEPS
Kenneth Is’
(both reasuo,
1

*
*
*
:
i

GAY CY 3-8105
THE NUDIST’S STORY
MATING TIME

EL RANCHO CY 4-2041
Frank Sinatra and Shirley Maclaine
star in
CAN CAN
also THE LOVE SPECIALIST
is
Diana Dors
I41
I
4’. ’It *44104 441# 44444441114

SPECIAL! BEGINNING THURSDAY!

Campus Beauty Salon
275-A E. San Fernando. between 6th and 7th Sts.
C- Ir. Administration Bldg.
Acr,,
-

CY 3-1 186

Grand Opening Specials!
Permanent waves complete, $5.00. lee
haircut with every shampoo and set. Hair
tinting, including shampoo and set, $7.50.
Open Thursday and Friday evenings ’til 9.

$500

SIR WALTER RALEIGH
Protective Pouch Keeps Tobacco

r9119111kZ.

FRESHER!

9Iower
Chop

No spills
when you fill just dip in!

Editor
JIM RAGSDALE .
MIKE SANDERS .. AdYer.Mgr.

Day Editor
News Editor
Fe,Copyu,,,EdEitdoirto.,
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HenryROBERTSckF3.:
Starring
el8dma441:05nte

and

Ken Burton
Jay Thcrwaldson
Will Keener
Pete Kush’

A FOREIGN APPROACH TO FOREIGN STUDIES
Seventh Summer Session 1961
A. LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZATIONS of France, Germany,
Italy, Russia, Spain, China (Mandarin) Japan and Korea. All
courses taught in the language by native instructors. Classes
limited to 10 students.

Open
ihe pack
Out comes
+he Pouch!

I. Lower Division courses for beginners in French, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish, Chinese Mandarin, Japanese and Korean (5 hours a day,
6 days a week) June 19. August 26.
2. Upper Division courses in French, German, Italian, Russian and Spanish. June 30 August 18.
3. Graduate Courses in French, German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish.
Workshops offer daily opportunity for practice teaching in the various
languages. June 30 August Ill.
.4 Special Preparatory Course June 12 to June 30 - will be offered for
the upper division courses (2 above) in French, German, Italian, and
Spanish, reviewing lower division language work.
B. DIVISION OF POLITICAL ARTS AND RELIGION IN

CIVILIZATION. Courses in this division provide a systematic
and fresh approach to foreign studies. Emphasis is upon international aspects of today’s problems.
1. Undergraduate Upper Division courses provide comparison of the development of China, England, and France. lane 30 August 18.
2. Graduate Courses deal with national and international policies of
modern China, with special reference to her relations with the United
States. They also consider the Soviet Union - its institutions and
policies. June 30 August 18.
Graduate as well as undarqraduani credit may be
d.
Accommodation in language houses is available.
Scholarships are available (a limited number) to especially
qualified teachers VA prospective teachers.
For further information write to:
Admission, Offir

The Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies
P. 0. BOX 1522, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
Telephone: FRontier 2-3560

gnome or Later
Your Favorite Tobacnof
New protective aluminum foil pouch

keeps

famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresher
than old-fashioned tin cans. Choice Ken.
tucky burley -extra aged. Get the
familiar orange-and -black pack with
the new pouch inside!
SMELLS GRAND - PACKS RIGHT,
SMOKES SWEET -CAN’T BITE!
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This would be virtually an ImBy RICHARD In I’
knock oul all U.S. possible feat. If the Soviet Union
air bases, planes and missile bases did launch an all-out attack, U.S.
with a single blow to win an jet bombers would take -off from
450 different air bases in massive
atomic war.
retaliation. If only one third of
the attacking U.S. force got
through, they could obliterate 1200
Luncheon Special / Soviet cities.
The United States’ greater
only
striking power from her many
bases surrounding Russia is considered to be one of the hest deterrents to World War Ill.
Russia must

at the
("MINN

eyed

W. Santa Clara
Ire off on dinners for
college students
OPEN
Mon, Wed Thur. - 10 to 10
Sat., Sun. 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.
131

,A

for the finest in

HAIRCUTS
see Bud, Joe, Pete. or Jimmie
at

- sktaboo;
Ak "

jimmie’s barber shop
52 So, 4th
Nest to Mothers

LEARN HAIR STYLING!
Beauty culture tra’r,ng at San Jose Beauty College
otters you a cnrer filled wall activity, eseitement
ed a lifetime of financial sec:alty. Write or see its
for literature.
Remember, the busy school gives the best training.

San Jose Beauty College
CY 5-7684

37 W. SAN CARLOS
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CharMin

11,04 Beautiful 11,4brau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

EGH

strike a total blow against Russi
However, Gen. Curtis E. LeMr*.
vice chief of staff of the Air
Force tind former commander of , "A Game of Chance," by :--, SAC, has declared that if the. moor Barab and Evelyn Manacher,
U.S. went to war today we would will receive its west coast preprobably win. "I don’t think Rus- miere Wednesday, 8:15 p.m.. when
sia has enough ballistic missiles
the Opera Workshop’s production
. . to prevent SAC from getting
off the ground, nor do I think of two one -act operas is presented
in Concert Hall.
they will have it for some time.
WARNING SYSTEMS
The program will be presented
U.S. Warning systems have been nightly through April 15 under the
described as "Imperfect." DEW Idirection of Dr. Edwin C. Dunning,
Distant Early Warning Line I. assistant professor of music,
built at a cost of $600 million.’
TICKET SALE
cannot detect Soviet ICBM’s.
Tickets, being sold itt the Con U -2’s. now grounded and rapidly
becoming obsolete, had little sue- cert Hall box office until April
cess in locating Russian missile 14. are 50 cents for students, $1
sites in the paid. On the other.!general admission.
Dr. Dunning is staging "A Game
hand, the Soviets know the sites
of all U.S. missile bases in detail. of Chance." which is a modera al Civil defense in America is con-, legory. satirizing various feminine
sidered inadequate. Citizens have frailties. The three knitters played
been rated ill -prepared, psycho- by Sylvia 13arkman. Marcie Rohl,
logically and physically, for an ’ Brooke Shebley. and Marysue Wilson (alternate’ each expresses her
atomic attack.
heart’s desire and in turn meek es
The U.S. is falling behind the
her wish at the hand of "The
Soviets in her ability to wage all D. Nichols or
Representative"
out hydrogen -atomic war, accord Fred Scott,. who appears in vat ling to Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor,
guises.
former chief of staff. U.S. Army, us
Sets and costumes have been
now retired. "And in OW’ ability!
designed by Ralph Fetterly and
to fight limited conflicts with con ventional arms, we have not been Diane Hunt.

massive nuclear attack" instead
of relying solely on a "hair trigger" response to an atomic attack.
Following are several opinions
on the possibilities of nuclear
warfare:
Geis. Thomas 1). White, Air
Force Chief of Staff, has stated,
"We must remember that we expect to take the first blow in this
war and that we can only respond
a Its what we have surviving . . .
we must have enough forces to
withstand (Russia’s’ blow and still
go back and knock then out."
Gen. Latitis Norstad. command of NATO forces in Europe. as’,lied that the retaliatory power
or our Western forces "could not
lie destroyed by simultaneous surprise attack either now or in the
t
’STILL 1)01./I1’
1,5. Gem Donald 1... Pull, deputy
chief of staff for research and
development, U.S. Air Force, believes there is "still some doubt
IS to the degree of accuracy" of close to them since 1945."
If an atomic war did tweak
Soviet missiles.
no one would escape
The Russians have "the ability out, virtually
to hit Houston . . . now, or they the draft. "Everyone with two
eyes and two legs. including wornwill have it in a ... short time."
en, would go." declared Lieut. Cl
contends Dr. Edward Teller, "fathEdwin Rios, SJS ROTC head .
and
professor
-bomb"
er of the 11
There would he no age limit. "
of physics at the University of
Tomorrow: New weapons fin.
California.
World War III.
Gen. James It. Doolittle. former
.,tannanding general of the 15th
HISTORIC VICTORY
Ail’ Force, now chairman of the
BETHLEHEM. Pa, itpi
Air Force Scientific Advisory high’s 60-8 victory over Lafayette
Board, states that Russia’s rate on Feb. 9. 1961, was its first Hisof progress is greater than the ket ball triumph M :19 meetings
U.S. "Unless we continue to forge!
and in more than 17 years over
ahead at full speed, she will soon
the Leopards.
overtake us."
In the event of a surprise attack, the U.S. would be at certain
disadvantages.

Fresh Camp

:Y 3-1186

:00

iFditor’s note This is the second
in a fivepart series comparing Rus
slen and United States’ military might,
Sources of information include Army
Reservist: U.S. News and World Report: Army, Navy mid Air Force Blue
books: and Lieut. Col. Edwin T. Rios,
SJS ROTC head.)

HAIR TRIGGER’
Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara told Congress Wednesday that America’s military forces,
are being remolded to "ride out a

INCLUDES: Choice of
cheese enchilada
beef taco
tamale
tasted
with soup and coffee

CY 4-204l
rlo), mad, ,r

steta-stastrye.,

3

Workshop’s Two-Opera Program Begins
Ruts Can t Hit U.S. Bases in One Blow Campus
Performance Wednesday Night

lommorwiseemememmesepeowewt!

iPECIALIST
ri

\ it Sit

Friday. April 7, 1961

Die

Rhinelander

ATLAS SQUADRONS
Missiles cannot completely hamlIe the problem of defense. U.S.
Atlas squadrons are above ground
:ind reportedly easy targets.
Strategic Air Command bombers
are at !MEWS which could easily
Is’ destroyed. 11-47 and 11-52’s ;111.
leconlim: obsolete. Furthermore,
it would take SAC’ 10 hours to

.tpplleatIons are due today for
fall semester Freshman Camp
eounselors, a nnotInves Barbara
Jo Ouffev, Freshman C:imp 111111liel eh:airman. .511 students are
eligible for the VI counselor positions. .ppliratIon ism: :will able at the College I nits’s. 315
S. Ninth ’at.

in (James Anderfather. Sehler
son’, threatens esery possible dire
punishment, but only when he
threatens to deprive her of a husband does she falsely agree to geup her belused coffee.

Weekend Guests Welcome
At the . . .

MOTEL CITY CENTER
. . where they will enjoy
the ultimate in modern relaxation!
46 New Deluxe Units and Heated Pool
Free TV and also Phones in Every Room.
King Sue Beds end Family Units
Special Rates to Students and Their Guests.
Within Walking Distance of Campus.
SOUTH SECOND
AT REED
CYpress 4-2995

BETWEEN FRIENDS...
There’s nothing like a Coke!

’COFFEE CANTATA’
Robert Madsen will stage Baels’
"Coffee Cantata" in a new English
version by Dr. Dunning. The Can tata, the nearest approach to
opera in the works of Bach. i

cpietl;14
NAVAJO LOUNGE
RESTAURANT
WEST SAN CARLOS AT
BAKERY
SHASTA, SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA

cpieey"ti
CAMPBELL AVENUE 5 WINCHESTER RD
CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA

cpiee9
OCEAN IL WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

cpislev’af
535 E SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

GRANT ROAD I EL CAMINO
MOUNTAIN VIEW CA I IFOR NIA
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Wanda

Band

Baughn
and Her Piano

Fri. & Sat. Nites

gamiest oly -A/1mm
51

?..j1

introduced by James MacDonald.
enor, its narrative recitative,
It concerns the habit of the
ovely young Lisa ;Yvonne Tamasena or Diane Suttont of drinking
that wicked potion" coffee. Her

So. Market

CY

7-2002
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tit at the
A one
i4,i(7iirran Theater in San Francisco
is scheduled for Shelley Berman
beginning Monday. g::10
The only matinee performance
be Saturday, April 15, 2:30

THE WEAVERS
Local theater and concert -goer:
can hear the Weavers, folk shwin,_
quartet, tonight, 8:30 p.m., whrin
they perform at the San Jose
Civic auditorium.
The Weasers, comprised of Miss
Ronnie Gilbert, Lee Flays, Fred
VICTOR Roltur:
Hellerman and Erik Darling, ale
"Comedy in Music" is the title being presented by San Jose
Victor Barge’s perfonnances to- sic & Arts foundation.
night and tomorrow at the War
SANTA CLARA CONCERT
Memorial Opera house in San
The Santa Clara Philharmonic
Frimcisco.
!orchestra will present its fourth
Tickets now are on sale at the , and final concert of the
season in
’1110111 Box office. San Francisco. the
University of Santa Clara aiiPrices range frons $2.65 to $5.40. , ditorium tonight, 8:79
p.m.
ART EXHIBIT
Featured soloist will be Timothy
Showing at the Palace of the Kirkwood Thompson, pianist. the
Legion of Honor until Monday are Santa Clara Philharmonic audithe metal sculptures and stained tions winner for the 1960-61 sea..-dass mosaics of Bella Tabak son. He will pet form TchaikowFeldman, wife of Dr. Leonard ski’s first concerto tor piano and
Feldman. assistant professor of orchestra in B flat Milan..
inalhernatics. The exhibit is open
daily from In a.m. to 5 p.m.
Included in the show and domiTELEVISION
nating one wall is the large copper
and brass Menorrah Isymholic
eandelabra t etimmissioned for ConJOE’S TELEVISION
, grogation Beth Shalom in S tail
79 N. 10th St.
CY 7-3541
Francisco.

Broasted Chicken to take home.
Let SPIVEY furnish Broosted
Chicken for your party. From
one order to a thousand.

SPIVEY’S
DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
Bottled under authority el
The CoceCole Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Jose, San lose. Calif
-
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Refreshing antiseptic action heals

Look ’ern up in

razor nicks, helps keep your skin

La Torre.

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

ADM. $1.7S

with
HT!
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Got A Blind Date?

Order now

$600

in top condition.
.

1.00 e.

.
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New York
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Protestant Lectures
To Begin Sunday

kicaPde
II

Friday. Mull

3’3’. Brown. purchasing man
ger and buyer for general
’ ucts division of IBM in San Jtiwill speak at a Society for A.
vancement of Management (finny’
cently, -Protestunt-Catholic-Jew:. Wednesday. 6:30 p.m.. at the GarAn Essay in American Religious den City Itofbiau. 51 S. Market st.
to attend
Members planning
Following Dr. Herberg, On April must sign up on the bulletin board
SeioloHy
16, will be Dr. J. Wesley Robb, outside THII6 by Monday afterchairman of the department of noon
religion at the University of Cali-

ENTER’CAINMENT

Class
Discuss Party
Meeting Monday

IBM Purchaser
Freshman
To Speak to SAM To

-Frontier Forums." a series of
live lectures dealing with the inill!
- 1 1:1 - I.
terpenetration of academics. religion and politics in contemporary
FEATURING:
culture, will make its debut this ,
Sunday under the auspices of the
’
-The I hod, trayittell"
Protestant Ecumenical council.
The council, which consists of ,
the American Baptist, Episcopal.
Lutheran, Methodist and United
*formally San Remo’s
218 Willow
Christian campus ministries, was
active in the sponsoring of Canon ’
Bryan Green in October.
"We are especially interested
in reaching the great bulk of stuImmunizations mi. six diseases
dents not affiliated with a campus
and illnesses will continue today
religious group, but concerned
, from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m. in 11B130.
with the basic religious questions
. Mrs. Helen R. Smith, supervising
of our time," the Rev. Henry Gernurse, said yesterday.
ner, Methodist minister, explained.
The clinic will be held every FriThe series will get under way
day until May 26, she explained
Sunday with an addiess by Dr.
serving
for smallpox. tetanus,
Will Herberg, graduate professin
theria-tetanus, typhoid. polio WO
AShots
of Judaic studies and social philinfluenza will be available at Ii’
osophy at Drew university. He will
charge to regular students, Mrs
be speaking at 7:30 p.m. in the
will have a repeesentative on Campus
Smith pointed out.
SJS Concert Hall.
Faculty, employees and students
; Dr. Herberg will present his betaking six units or less will he
large return to rethe
that
lief
APRIL 10
charged 50 cents for polio and inligion has been a popular, not refluenza injections. This fee should
DR. WILL HERBERG
ligious. movement and that it has
to discuss:
. . . -Forum- speaker be paid in the Student Affairs
had little effect on the lives of
TH16, she said.
the people, in a talk entitled fornia, who will speak on "Re- i business office,
Accelerated Management Training
Students under 21 are requited
"Faith. Religion and Culture in ligious Faith and the Scientific
to have a parent consent form.
Immediate Responsibility
Com empoi a ry America."
Revolution."
explained. These may
The lecturer has served as I Third in the series will be Dr. I Mrs. Smith
Outstanding Promotional Possibilities
at the reception desk
research analyst for the AF of LI Georgia Harkness, professor of ap- . be obtained
of the Health Center.
Ideal Living Conditions in a
and conducted seminars at Cornell, plied theology at the Pacific
Stanford, Princeton, H a r var d, School of Religion, who will speak
Stimulating Environment.
Yale, Notre Dame, Noithwestern on "New Frontiers in the Ecumenand many other leading academic ical Movement," on April 23.
He would like to interview graduating Seniors with
institutions.
On April 30, Dr. Albert Rasmusmajors in Accounting, Business Administration, EcoHe is the author of "Judaism
soInterpreta- sen, professor of religion anti
Man:
An
Modern
and
Placement oh ice has schedul,1
nomics, or Finance, as Well as candidates for the M B A
Pacific School of Retion of Jewish Religion," which ciety at the
officials of three school district
"Breakthe
discuss
will
ligion,
iletree.
was hailed by Reinhold Niebuhr
to be on campus 101110110W lilt indown of Traditional Culture."
as "a milestone in American
terview secondary teaching candlhe
will
program
the
Concluding
I I
or
I I
ligious thought," and more rePierre Henri deLattre. director of dates, according to Mrs. Dale B.
the Bread and Wine Mission in Harris, educational placement su!North Beach, who will speak May pervisor. She added that the placc
4taTilt
e
Freedom." ment office will be open all .10
’7 on "A Theology
tomorrow.
The following school districts
will be represented: Modesto city
A.
schools, including the junior colC.
Y’
lege: Southern Humboldt unified
, school district, and Centinela Valmonthly
of
The third in a series
ley union high school district. rep’ Koh) Dances being sponsored by resenting four schools: Hawthorne.
the Balkansko Udruzenstvo IBat Lawndale. Lenox and Lenzinger.
kan Alliance) at SJS will he held
tonight at 8 o’clock in WG8.
SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY
kolo parties are open to all students interested in Balkan and
Real CLEAN Wash
near-Eastern dancing, according to
professor
assistant
13ritz,
John P.
"BEST WASH"
Three selected groups of women’s shoes. Hundreds of
of English.
OP-, 24 .
N. Stir I E. Empire
lovely spring styles in each group. Not every size in
There is no admission cha.).
every style . . . but a generous assortment in a:I three
groups. Shop early for best selections.

Immunizations
Available Again
In Health Building

(,.

Security First
National Bank

Southern California

At

l’tic rcstimari class will meet
Monday at 3:30 p.m. in S210 to
projects,
discuss u
nounces Fred Krueger, freshman
class publicity chairman.
The joint freshman -sophomore
party to be held later this semester will be one topic of discussion.
he said.
Another discussion will concern
the controversy over the value
.1f class government, said Krueger
Ideas for the freshman class
-.)rvice project also will be pre-ented. Dallas Hall, freshman class
president. urged his class members
to attend the meeting and submit
their ideas for a service project.
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men
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good driving records may We
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Tareyton delivers the flavor...

6

FORMERLY TO 11.95

DUAL
FILTER
DOES
IT!

DRESS & WALKING SHOES

890

Fiance and others

FORMERLY TO 14.95

DRESS & WALKING SHOES
Florsheim,
DeLiso, Barefoot Originals
in a varied
assortment of
styles.

490

FORMERLY TO 19.95
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THE TAREYTON RING
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Here’s one filter cigarette that’s really different!

0 0 3LVI
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LINCOLN AVENU! - WILLOW OLIN

S

V LLLLL PAIN

cir,

Iae

-

DOWNTOWN

The difference is this: Tareyton’s Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter -to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.
Tareyton delivers-and y_ols enjoy-the best taste of the best tobaccos.

DUAL PIZ

111111._

777/Tain
to

with

comparable savings).

For Transportation Contact

CLEARANCE

This group in-

NEW

FRIDAY. APRIL 7TH -6,30 P.M.

after-Easter

cludes many styles
of Red Cross,

LL ****

B’nai MI% Hillel
SEDER DINNER

Kolo Dance Party
Slated for Tonight

250 pairs of
famous name
flats.

pELICIOUS CHINESE DISHES;
ORDERS To Co
BANQUETN 01 it
!WEI:1.41,1’1
$ 221 E. Jackson CV 3.7789

more

Schools’ Officials
Here for Interviews

FLATS

$Ri/rb Sil \(,11 11
Restaurant

Prodort

r
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL inner fib.
446-04ATARE’’’AiV

4hrr...AMP
Pure %hit.’ miler filter

Jot; ’im

.2;1Ceen-toremr.

- ir7;iiesor ,1 v6,

!Sacramento State Tonight
NCI

Spartans Win, 5-0

aUrallt

JESE DISHES:

At ter posting their second
straight shutout -this one 5-0
against Pepperdine yesterday afternoon the Spartan baseballers
will be out to avenge two previous

10
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DAVE TURNBULL
. . . mound ace
defeats by Sacramento State under the lights tonight at 7 p.m. at
Municipal stadium.
SJS will he gunning for its

1
42.N
"
’en

featuring the
long -line swimsuit
for the long-line coed

For a
laugh

With
Tricks
Jokes
Favors
Games
Magic
Ceramics kt
and
Greeting
cards
for all
1.1
occasions

f

k

Of a

gift .

Zlosvo4,

its

BRUG’S
Nc4 ,
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SPARTAN nAn.yt;
Friday, April 7,1961

Tall Shops
44 E. San Antonio
CY 3-7616

gift and
novelty
shop
CY 3.5838
18 East
San Antonio

k

..C.COred)ik
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"WORK OF ART"

ART CLEANERS
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
15% Discount

0L,
(OUSE

with Student Body Card
One Aay Service

JOSE

398 EAST SANTA CLARA
- BILLWERT
7th

and

CHEVRON
KEYES

I Block North of SPARTAN CITY
Conveniently located to serve car owners of
San Jose State
LUBRICATIONMOTOR TUNEUP
WHEEL BALANCINGBRAKE SERVICE
TIRESBATTERIES- AUTO ACCESSORIES
Discount to Students on Broke Work

’:s,;

fourth victory in a row after yesterday’s conquest of the Waves.
A double victory over UOP Tuesday night provided the spark for
the win streak. The season recd now stanos at 6-17.
Although the Peps brought back
much of the same team that eliminated the Spartans from the 1960
NCAA regionals, they did not display the caliber of baseball which
might be expected from a team
which was ranked seventh nationally last year.
Pepperdine’s southpaw all -coast
hurler Ben Burnett was able to
contain the Spartans for only four
short innings as SJS hit him hard
for three runs in the fifth. Later
on, the Spartans knocked him
from the box in the seventh inning as two more runs crossed
the plate.
Dave Turnbull, ace moundsman
for SJS, led all hitters by collecting three hits in four trips
to the plate. Turnbull collected
a double and two singles while
playing centerfield in place of Jim
Pusateri, who was out with an
injured hand.
Spartan southpaw Jim Wilson
turned in a very creditable mound
performance in limiting the Waves
to only two hits. Except for showing slight signs of wildness early
,t) the game, Wilson held Peppertine completely in check. In conI vast, the Waves used three pitchiv in trying to combat the seven
nit Spartan attack.
The Spartans, now beginning to
make noise with their bats, will
play a lot of baseball this week.
’ad and try to improve on their
,ecord. After tonight’s meeting
ith Sacramento, the Falcons
tom the Air Force academy come
town for an intersectional game
;aturday afternoon to be played
,lso at Municipal stadium.
Neither of the games will be
...ague games, and therefore the
-:partans’ position on top of the
ririUC will not he in danger.

AAU Judo Tickets
On Sale in Quad

Twkeis tor the Ninth Annual
AAU Judo Championships April
14 and 15 in the Men’s gym are
sz,ss available today through Tuesday,
o 930 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the outer
ie I quad.
s;
Prices are $1 for April 14
ss, . trials) and $1.50 for April 15
finals),
An entire family can see to1 night’s game with Sacramento
State and tomorrow’s contest with
he Air Force Academy for $1. Tonight’s (7) and tomorrow’s (2
p.m.) contests are at Municipal
stadium

Tennis Team Travels
To San Francisco
To Meet USF Squad

7Paditien
.BERMUDAS
solids from
3.95. Madras
assorted plaids
from 6.95.
SWIMWEAR
by Sandcomber

San Jose’s tennis team will try
to rebound from a 9-0 whitewashing at the hands of the University of California, Tuesday,
when they take on the USF Dons
in a match in San Francisco.
The Spartans easily defeated
the Hilltoppers in a match earlier
in the year for one of their seven
wins. They have lost two.
Gordon Stroud and Larry Willens suffered their initial defeats
of the season in the Bear encounter. Willens was making his first
appearance in three weeks, following an absence caused by a leg
Injury. Bill Schaefer remains in
the top seeded spot for Butch Krikorian’s squad.
Rounding out the starting lineup will be Stillson Judah, Lee
Junta and Stewart Jones. All have
compiled fair records in 1961.
The Spartans venture to Berkeley tomorrow far a chance to get
’yen with Cal.

in patch pocket,
dogger and
thigh cutter
from 5.50

MAJOR LEARNS
I

* DIM
w
No. 3 The Cards
V

in Palo Alto Triangular

Eight discus throwers hitting try for 15 feet in his best all-time Don Ramos, Bruce ltacculiough.
Charlie Clark. Run Da is an
around the 160-foot mark in meets performance.
this year will be on hand in Palo
Dick Gear and Dick Kimmel) Holace Whitehead.
Alto tomorrow when Stanford en- will be on hand, but for the first
tertains Oklahoma and SJS.
time this year will have to as- ,
Even the big red machine has sume underdog roles. Oklahoma 1
a pair of lads who are probable has the favorite in J.D. Martin,
point getters in the event. Coach who has cleared 15-3 this season
Payton Jordan does not have an and narrowly missed making the
abundant supply of sterling per- 1960 Olympic team.
formers, and is satisfied to watch
Willie Williams will remain in
invading powerhouses cavort on the sprints this week, despite the
the Stanford oval while customers , 46-second relay lap he ran against
churn through the turnstiles.
!Occidental on the same track last
Starting time for the com- weekend. Jim Dorsey of the Soonbined t ria n gala r-diiii I meet is ers will provide the principal com1:30 p.m. for the field events petition for Williams and teamand 2 for the opening race, the mate Dennis Johnson.
mile run. The cost Is $1.50 genStanford mentor Jordan has
eral admission and 50 cents with
stated that his track will tw in
student body card.
its best condition ever, tomorrow
Representing their respective and eyes will be glued on the
schools in the discus will be: Stan- "Calypso Comet" in the cenfordDave Weill, 170-5%; Don
tury. Jordan has alms added the
Mike necessary wind gauge which was
Bell. 163-4%. Oklahoma
Lindsay, 164-7; Walt Myers, 159- missing in Johnson’s scorching
6%. San Jose StateDan Stud- :09.3 effort last week.
This picturesque young man
wants to go places in life... but
ney, 173-7; Harry Edwards, 164The following Spartan runners
not for an hour or so. Right now
2,i; Frank Malynn, 157-8%; Ed will be working off seasonal bests
he’s relaxingreally relaxing
Burke, 156-2%.
in the appropriate shoes for
established Saturday: Bart Finolio.
Jeff Chase, winner in last week’s
Cloud 9. They’re Goofers by
Tex Tan...soft as the Autumn
pole vault competition at 14-8.
mist of the Keats poem. Intriwill be among the missing. Chase
guing questions cross the young
suffered a slight back injury in a

By FRANK CRACOLI(’E
Though the pennant -winning
surge of the Pittsburgh Pirates
was rated in some circles as the
surprise of 1960, the third place
finish of the St. Louis Cardinals
might be considered more untrue
to the form sheet.
Solly Hemus’ Redbirds fooled
the experts by vaulting from the
depths of the second division predicted for them into the thick of
the senior circuit flag scramble
and ultimate moral victory In
third place.
The Cardinals will not be :satisfied with any such moral triumph in 1961;Hemue. has said as
much. They want a National
League pennant to be flying in
Busch Stadium when the last
out is made.
Hemus feels that the Cardinals
by pushing their strong suit -can take it all if (there’s that
word again) Ernie Bmglio 121-9),
Larry Jackson (18-13) and Lindy
McDaniel (12-4), the best relief
man in the business, can pace a
pitching staff that boasts talent,
youth and experience.
Broglio, Jackson and McDaniel have as much stuff as there
Is to be found in the majors.
But three men do not a pitching corps make. To hack up
starters Broglio (an off-season
San Jose resident) and Jackson.
Hemus has southpaws Ray Nadeck’ (9-9) and Curt Simmons
(7-4), and Bob Miller (44), the
young smooth-throwing rightbander.
Al Cicotte, Bob Gibson and Ron
Kline are the other hurlers. Cicotte won 16 and lost seven while
being named the minor league
player of the year last season for
his brilliant 1.79 ERA with To- poor outfielder who often shown;
more nerve than discretion when
ronto.
On the attack, the Cards must chasing fly balls.
Don Landrum, a .292 hitter at
have productive seasons from Ken
Boyer, Bill White, Stan Musial Buffalo where he produced 18
and Joe Cunningham to seriously homers and 75 RBI’s will battle
contend for the crown. Boyer is Curt Flood for the center field
the big man, wielding the most berth. Hemus will likely platoon
powerful Redbird hat- good for this pair. Landrum against the
32 homers and 97 RBI’s in 1960., righthanders and Flood versus the
Big Ken hit .304 and continued southpaws.
his consistent excellence at third I Veterans Walt Moryn and V
INieman will be around to
base.
White is a sound natural hit- I Both can provide the long I,,
ter and figures to improve upon but neither provides any defen
his .283 and 16 homers. Sand- 1Young Charley James is the otli.
etween firshoteker !garden aspirant.
wiched
The Cardinal catching is two
White and Boyer in the Cardimensional. It’s Hal SmiIii
dinal infield will he fleet Julian
against the southpaws; Carl SaJester at second and slow Daryl
wa tski against the orthodiis
Spencer at shortstop. Alex
flingers. Neither frightens pitchGranunas might take the shorters. Sa13% atski hit .229 last year.
Spencer, If Ilestop job fr
beating Smith by a scant one mus feels that Daryl’s 16 h point margin.
ers can be replaced by a tightGeorge Crowe, the big long-1,.,
er defensive web.
The St. Louis outfield finds sir- socking swatter who has pin. ;
tually no one assured of a regular I hit more round trippers than WI%
day’s work. Musial, the great one, one in history.
The Cards have a long way ,
will be pushing 41 as the season
closes. He contributed .275, 17 go to win the pennant. Brogl.
homers and 63 RBI’s last year. Boyer. Jackson, McDaniel, VVhi,.
who’s to say how much he’ll Musial, and Cunningham might
help in 1961. He is the prime carrying too much dead weight
enigma as opening day draws near. i Fine performances from Sacks.
Cunningham hit .280 last sea- I and Miller could make a pernan!
son, a disappointing one for a winner out of this outfit, but the
re,
-wipe
swinger of

star rnusitl

’59 FORD FAIRLANE
4 COOP SE:AN
automatic transmission
radio & beater
$1595
one IocI owner

1960 VALIANT
standard transmission
$1895
rdio & heatr

iew
1960 CHEVROLET
automat c
heater
very clean

ron,

fs

G ofers

^

$2395
THE SHOE
TO GOOF OFF

1960 RAMBLER
overdri..e
power assists
radio
heater

iN BY

$2595

EL GATO
Import Soles
FiatAlfa

man’s mind. Like will next
year’s license plates match his
sports car...and which briar
pipe would be most impressive
on tomorrow night’s date?
Amazing hey you sit and muse
...in thosv easy Goofer shoes.
$795

us novreltsecoH, manse, MAIIIMIINI
r

GRODIN’S MEN’S WEAR

RomeoLancia

till 6 on Sun
291 E. Main St.
LOS GATOS
EL 4.4700
Open eyes. till 6.30

HART’S DEPT. STORE
THE WARDROBE

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week
John Lotz
Within the last mon-r
rn Lotz ha:
proven himself the man to bear in West
Coast college golf competition. The SJS
sophomore golf sensation has already
chalked up wins in two of the top +curneys so far this season and ha been
compared favorably with former Sr -,r
tan ace Ken Venturi. Lot2 i conside.,
undefeatable for the rest of the se,, by Spartan go l; coachNAialr McPher -

Are any of these your questions?

JACOBS & FARBER PRESENT

WORLD’S GREATEST FLAMENCO GUITARIST

TUES., APRIL 25 at 8:30
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets: $1.50, 2.40, 3.60 (tan incl.). At bo% office, CY 3.6252.
Mail orders: Enclose stamped self-addressed envelope.
PROGRAM TO END BY 10:30

Where can I get a .1’61) n
that will make ?Ise of
(
my college training

How can I get a good
job without haring an !,
business experience

1)0 YOU NEED

SUMMER WORK? 3
G. W. Steel Co. new hiring students in their advertising
and sales dept. for top paying summer jobs.
Earn front $90 $150 per week
on a guaranteed commission basis.

i
...

F..

AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN AN i
ADDITIONAL $100 $600 SCHOLARSHIP I
Pt/ .s

PIZZA

filler

CI)osfier’s
,...

.

’

CAMPUS SHOP
SO So. 4th St.

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens CI eek Blvd.

the old Style
(no machinery usid)
SPAGHETTI

& Meat Ball Dinner

$1.25
HALF MOON
RESTAURANT
2687 STORY ROAD

V.
.

and
you may continue on a part time basis
when fall semester begins.

El
=
5.
E.

CALL CY 7-8727 for a personal interview
10 a.m. to 12 noon
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

772
_

El
7
(;

W STEEL CO

Do! have to learn
typing and shorthand
to get good-paying
work

et
1
fa

I’ll be on campus
soon to bring you
the answers you want

Interested in working with the
public? Our Gladys Sawyer will
be at the placement office to tell
you about the good -paying
positions we offer to college
#4 No impentwee needed

(we’ll train you at full re
See the placement offiLc
for an appointment
Wedite.das. 1pril 12

to hear

Pacific Telephone

11-0110ARTAN DAILY
P""

AIM"

New Policy Described

1’ California ’Peace Corps’ Members
Sought for Field Work in Colombia

A recent policy statement pre- the state legislature and congrs
A program very much like Presisented to the state college board ’ that faculty members who testify 1 dent Kennedy’s Peace Corps will
of trustees for dee!, ,. ::r,, --, before their committees without send 30 young Californians to Co.
aut horizat ion from the trustees . tomb’s in June to work primarily
*
*; do so "on their own behalf." The in community development proj*
r statement was described yester- Pets.
Accion, a community action pro:
is
: i day by Vice Pres. William J. Dose’,
*
gram sponsored by the Institute of
* as "just a reminder."
41
1r
Vice president Dusel said the International Relations, will look
campus
t trustees want to cut down on the far applicants from this
i’ practice of "college personnel" during April.
*
Desired, although not prerequi*; who appear before state and fedtire: ability to speak
eral government committees pur- site skills
mechanical or engineerr porting to represent the official Spanish,
ing aptitude, and knowledge and
* thinking of the college or college
understanding of current economic
*,
* system which employs them.
Santa Clara
Cr 4-5161
and social trends.
its
*I
The policy statement said that
70-789-111-44414711441************ *.
Interested students may obtain
while the board of trustees recogmore information in the office of
razes the need for "(lay to day
Donald R. Ryan, assistant to the
i.spres.sion of its legislative polies’
before the state legislature and
the Wend congress.’ the board
A student chapel for the doubter
insists that only authorized perquestioner, and believer
in.-itss you to
sonnet shall speak on behalf of tstsssommtumsm__
TODAY
the t rustees.
WORSHIP SERVICES
Friday Flicks, "Long Hot Sinn
The policy statement adds that
Sunday 10 a.m.
only the chairman of the board mer," Morris Dailey auditorium.
at the center
of trustees, the administrative 7:30 p.m., admission 25 cents.
Arab-American Students, meet
also
’officer or their designees are empowered to represent the state ing, College Union, 5:30 p.m.
FRONTIER FORUMS
SUNDAY
colleges.
w;th Dr. Will Herberg
Radio-Television (luild, meeting:
speaker; Mr. Glen Houston, KNTV
Musics Auditorium
1773
Donna
program director,
Sunday 7:30 p.m.
lane. 7:30 p.m.
MONDAY
Campus Christian Center
PRESBYTERIAN
Newman club form, "Is Aid to
300 S. l0th at San Carlos
Private Schools Only UnconstituCHURCH
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL
tional?" Newman hall. 9 p.m.
Sophomore class, meeting, CH lie Alameda at Shasta
149, 3:30 p.m.
Pi Omega PI, meeting, TH1.24,
CY 4 7447
3:20 p.m.
Lutheran student association,
Sunday Services
discussion group, 300 S. 10th St.,
7:30 p.m.
8:30 8 11 a.m.

M OTOR
Tune - Up

BRAKES RELINED

ASSOCIATED

FLYING "A" SERVICE
4th &

St. Thomas Chapel

Spartaguide

WESTMINSTER

7:00 p.m.

TRI-C

Job Interviews

JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

CHRISTIAN
COLLEGIATE
ORGANIZATION
Third and San Antonio

(tailored for Outient.,)

NOTE: Interviews are held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.Ed.

TODAY
"Study in Philippians"
Seminar 9:45 a.m.
First Western Bank & Trust co.
Fred Gera, TRI-C advisor
Beekman Instruments, inc.
speaking on ’The Factual Base
Factory Mutual Engineering diKnox
Club
6:00
p.m.
of an Intelligent Faith"
als’ .
’Dating and Marriage’
Grossmont high %chid district.
TRI-G 5:30 p.m.
New Testament Introduction "
Napa high school district.
a talk by Keith Kensinger, District
Live Oak high school.
at
Transportation
Director for Young Life.
MONDAY
San
&
Fernando
7th
San
All Students Are Welcomed
Inglewood Unified school dieCarlos at 9:15 a.m.
interested
interview
; trIet will
* COMING SOON:
teaching majors for elementary
weekvi-d ’n the Sierras
and secondary positions.
Riverside City school system will
interview teaching majors.
Luton Industries Electron Tube
division will interview electrical
engineering majors for positions .
1.1
IDS ttes
in reseal ch anti production. Litton
will also interview students with
or who will have masters degrees
in physics.
Sunday morning services begin at
Seeurity First National Bank
8:45 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. This SunI will interview finance, accounting
day’s Topic: "Is the Church Relevant
I and economics majors for positions
Today?"
in management training.
Pastor- Reverend John Akers
Contra Costa County Civil ServCs-rozs M -*rot. Rev. Georie L. ColOr’s
ice department will interview busiPROFESSOR FRANK E. WILLIAMS WILL SPEAK ON
ness, English, social science, nat’HUMAN PROBLEM SOLVING."
ural science and sanitation majors
for positions in junior civil englSUNDAY EVENING 545 - 630 p.m.
neeiing, social work, social work
Roger Williams Fellowship
training, probation, group counsel10th and San Fernando
ing., appraising and accounting.
County of Los Angeles Civil
service commission will interview
accounting majors for accountant auditor positions, public administration majors, political science,
economics, business administra-.d
’58 Tn. TR 6:14.000 mi. Exce!t.
tion and real estate majors for
CLASSIFIED RATES:
$650 or offer. CH 5-1834 eves.
trainee appraiser work.
25c a line first insertion
Used Record player nonautomatic,
20c a line succeeding inserEens
E991 after 5 p.m.
2 line minimum
1958 Morris Minor as is $250 bal. a
TO PLACE AN AD:
835 rno. H. Black, Heyward JE 7-560c
Call at Student Affairs Office
to purchase new ChevroI
Opportunity
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
& Corvettes at discoun. pri
Send in Handy Order Blank
irrt selling through authorized do,,
with Check or Money Order.
-.F.,rmation call: CY 5-7333,
No Phone Orders
Weekends.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH

FRESHEST DONUTS

NF:W YORK it’ll i Since .100
belle Low lormed the first (lit II i
72 Variet,c,
0
Scout troop of 12 in Savannah ’s0
W . Clements, placement
Dr.
0
Ga., in 1912, more than 17 ma’,’ fs’ Gingharn Girl
Donuts ’
director, yesterday urged all girls and adults have been mit,
::, Ill so pint
dean of students, or by writing ul lice
CY
5.460
to Accion, P.O. Box 903, Berkeley seniors who have not done so to bers of the movement in Amen,
1, Calif.
register at the Placement office
Enlisting students must serve as soon as possible.
ass
as least 15 months. All expenses
Dr. Clements indicated that
during that time will be paid by
among the many advantages availthe institute.
COMFORT
for
r
able to registered seniors is the
"This seems like an outstandCONVENIENCE
opportunity to participate in on FRIENDLY SERVICE
ing program," Mr. Ryan comment campus interviews and be eligible
MODERATE RATES
ed. "It seems to be very much in
dirmt job referrals as well as
line with President Kennedy’s tor
employment counseling.
DRIVE-IN GARAGE
CYpresi
Peace Corps. Ti, my knowledge,
ties PROOF
or44sF017
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
"Most seniors are aware of the
however, there is no conneetion
TELEVISION ,BANOUIRE
.1400M.
excellent opportunity to secure ,
between the two programs."
Ralph C. Caldwell, Manager
COFFCI SHOP
INN
Urban force workers will initi- employment prior to graduation
ate classes in English, typing, sew - thiough on-campus interviews,"
ing, nutrition, hygiene and child said Dr. Clements. "Unfortunately,’
San Joss, California
South First St. at San Antonio
care. Rural workers will be sent they frequently do not realize that
many
individlist
employers
also
in two-man teams to villages
eirzerwswataaawasgellINIOnmeiremessiztalleaMem relittrearertereletreirdita
where they will demonstrate self- ual positions with our office.
help housing and oversee the
"However," Dr. Clements conkrii?"
building, with local money and tinued, "in order to he notified t.t
effort, of schools, medical posts job listings, you must first be
:aid community centers."
istered with this office."
FA’ WON FOR

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

MONTGOMERY HOTEL
41"1

S.J.S. insignia er. . . Yours FREE with
.
purchase at

Insurance Event Set for Wednesday
The SJS Placement office and
the college Insurance depattment
will hold a "Careers in Insurance
Day" program April 19.

tompanies would 111«, to interview,
all students, regardless of major,
but are stressing current employ.
ment opportunities for graduating

The program will be followed
by personal job interviews on the
afternoon of the 19th and all day
of the 20th. Noted speakers from
various phases of the insurance
Industry will highlight the festivities, explaining job opportunities in the insurance field.

seniors,
Participating companies will discuss employment opportunities in
such areas as undetwriiing, home
office management, field retire sent at ion, claims adjusting and
sales.

All students interested in this
Twenty insutance firms will program are urged to contiict Dr,
take part in the two-day program I Edward W. Clements, placement
to interview students. The visit in:: officer. in Adni231.

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS
Open

SAIA

your stereo and Hi-Fi needs

Mon. & Than.

1’

2417 Stevens

"AN ADULT COMEDY"
111
1

THE GOLDEN
PO NT

New fronchise
new ideas! The first
Golden Point restaurant in California!
We give you speedy service plus high.
quality food!

"TWO FOR THE SEESAW"
\ I ’Ill!

ISan

10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Deily
2 ami. Friths

Carlos

FRIDAY

(across frolu Cis iit’Atiilitiii :

Theatrical Tour 13t. Film
Marta 11,,rgan. S.,I. Meretir

I f, \’\‘A Hit ...

I

and SAT( HD 55
Adint--illIl

,ii,,
:

MI

.
For Trmettali.t,
"all
Jose Box Offi,- I 1 7.-1181::1
(’l I 2217
or Civic Play1

San
I

I ralay Special for San JUSP State Stud, i. s
for the price of 1 with ’indent iiiiil r I ,I
I2

THE NlINSTHEL
I the cAlwret Ihiss 11,A,iirs I
4 SIIONV N11.1111 1. III 1111 1 P.NI
FRI. & 1 F. 1)N.1.1
Paul Thool-eo & Don Hubbard
-Fool’. Song Ilsii,

entertainment

-

refreshment sriII-2

16 Open Tues. - Sun.

THE GOLDEN POINT Drive-In
2940 Alum Rock Ave.

CL 1-9871

1.II

IN
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

to participate in
i(% Sunday worship services.

CLASSIFIEDS

STUDENTS!

Get Your
ELECTRONIC...

V M. Stereo Changer, $50 or bus’ c"
!NOW,
Serious Engr. Major to :hare home won C. I 3 5c13 415 1. 12th.
others. Pvt, or dbl. 415 S. 12th, CY Good used DeRailer Bike, appl,
3.5933
A small room for upper class male student. 2 bl,clts to Lo’le..ge now avoi’
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CLARK’S
190 W. Santa Clara

Entirely New,
Lowest Cost,
Special
Student Rates
Opens
Sat., April 8th

Its what’s up front that counts
Up front is [FILTER-BLENii] and only Winston has iti
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
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WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!

